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The cold est winter of the century. A city lying in
ruins. Two women fight for surviv al, for love,
and for their dream.
The Girl of the Ruins – Anna’s Dream of Happiness

Cologne, 1941: Anna grows up with her aunt Marie and uncle
Matthias in their bakery, a places she loves more than anything, especially the large oven made of volcanic stone. But
with the war comes misfortune. Her uncle is called up to service and the bakery is destroyed in air strikes. While Cologne
lies in ruins and is ravaged by an icy winter, Anna joins a
black-market gang and rises to become the city’s most cunning coal thief. When she least expects it, she falls in love – a
forbidden love with dangerous consequences. Threatened by
cold, hunger and jealousy, Anna and her aunt desperately
cling to the dream of rebuilding the bakery and to the hope
that the men they love will one day return to them.
Captivating and compelling historical ction at its best, inspired by the author’s own family history.

“How quickly children had to grow up in times of war,
and what creative power they could develop to survive,
is impressively and excitingly demonstrated by Lilly
Bernstein and Anna in her novel Trümmermädchen.”
Brigitte Glaser, author of Bühlerhöhe and Rheinblick

Lilly Bernstein is the pseud onym of a Co logne journ-

© Susanne Esch

alist and author whose debut novel Hinterhaus was
awarded the Friedrich-Glauser-Prize in 2020. She
comes from a family of bakers and grew up between
shop and bakery. Her mother is also a baker’s child
and has vivid memories of the post-war period. The
Girl of the Ruins - Anna’s Dream of Happi ness is Lilly
Bernstein’s most personal novel.

Lilly Bernstein | The Girl of the Ruins – Anna’s Dream of Happiness

Ullstein Taschenbuch | Historical Fiction | Taschenbuch | 120 × 187 mm | ISBN
Published: 02.11.2020

--

-

- | Price D: 10,99 € | 512 Pages |
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The Col ours of Beauty saga continues

Spiegel Besteller
The Colours of Beauty – Sophia’s Dreams

New York, 1932. Sophia never expected to be so happy again.
A er losing her child in Paris, she felt she had a lonely, loveless life ahead of her. But in New York, she starts to thrive
again. An o er from Elizabeth Arden presents her with an
unexpected opportunity: she is to establish the world’s rst
beauty farm. When she meets the designer, Darren, love
enters her life again. But Sophia suddenly nds herself in the
middle of the "powder war" raging between Elizabeth Arden
and Helena Rubinstein. Her new-found love, future and happiness are all at stake…
Rights sold to:

Italy (Giunti) | Netherlands (De Boekerij)

Cor ina Bomann grew up in a small village in North

© Nadja Klier

East Germany and now lives in Berlin. She wrote several historical novels and books for young adults before having her breakthrough with Butter y Island.
Bomann is one of Germany’s most successful writers
for commercial ction.

Corina Bomann | The Colours of Beauty – Sophia’s Dreams

Ullstein Paperback | Women's ction, Historical Fiction | Paperback | 135 × 205 mm | ISBN
576 Pages | Published: 15.06.2020
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Part 3 of Corina Bomanns best selling saga The
Col ours of Beauty
The Colours of Beauty – Sophia’s Triumph

New York, 1942. Sophia’s world falls apart when, a er an argument, her husband volunteers for the front. The war in
Europe seems so distant, though she still has friends in Paris
and family in Berlin. Sophia throws herself into work. Should
she develop her own skincare line for the successful, yet
spoiled, Elizabeth Arden, or has the time come to start her
own business? When her husband is declared missing in
France and news from her homeland grows worse, she puts
all plans on hold. She will not give up her dream, but she is
prepared to sacri ce everything she has achieved for love.
Rights sold to:

Italy (Giunti) | Netherlands (De Boekerij)

Cor ina Bomann grew up in a small village in North

© Nadja Klier

East Germany and now lives in Berlin. She wrote several historical novels and books for young adults before having her breakthrough with Butter y Island.
Bomann is one of Germany’s most successful writers
for commercial ction.

Corina Bomann | The Colours of Beauty – Sophia’s Triumph

Ullstein Paperback | Women's ction, Historical Fiction | Paperback | 135 × 205 mm | ISBN
520 Pages | Published: 30.11.2020
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A powerful historical novel about the strength
of two sisters to fol low their dream at Berlin’s
first chil dren’s hospit al.
The Time of Miracles

Berlin, 1911. The sisters Marlene and Emma Lindow can
hardly believe their luck: they are allowed to start as nursing
students in the Weissensee Children’s Hospital. The brisk
Marlene learns quickly, but shy Emma soon feels le behind
by her sister.
Marlene falls in love twice: with the distinguished assistant
doctor Maximilian von Weilert and with the still young eld of
pediatrics. She is determined to become a pediatrician herself. But the road to the top is rocky, especially in Maximilian’s family. Meanwhile, Emma is absorbed in her role as a pediatric nurse and distances herself more and more from her
sister. Only when the life of little Fritz Schmittke is hanging
by a thread, do Emma and Marlene realize that they must
stand together to ful ll their most important task: helping the
children.

Antonia Blum lived in Berlin for a long time without ever having ventured to see

the White Lake there. It was only years later, a er she had long since le the capital, that she discovered by chance the ruins of the former children’s hospital in
Weißensee. Since then, she has never been able to escape the place and its
eventful history.

Antonia Blum | The Time of Miracles

Ullstein Taschenbuch | Historical Fiction, Women's ction | Taschenbuch | 135 × 205 mm | ISBN
Price D: 10,99 € | 432 Pages | Published: 30.11.2020

--

-
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Re searcher, rebel, lover – the epic and heart break ing novel of a unique woman who was to
change the world.
Madame Curie

“It is important to make a dream of life and of a dream reality”
Marie Curie
Paris, 1891. Even as a child, Marie dreamed of one day escaping the con nes of her Russian-occupied Polish homeland.
Now, twenty years later, her dream has come true: Marie is accepted to study at the Sorbonne. A woman is not welcome in
the world of science, but she ghts hard for her place and
knows what she wants. Despite the hostility she faces, she
throws herself into research – and into life. When she meets
the charming physicist Pierre Curie, her happiness is complete. Pierre becomes her great love, a love like no other. With
Pierre she achieves groundbreaking success. But the price is
high, and Marie has no idea what tragic blows of fate life has
in store for her.

Susanna Leonard grew up in Karlsruhe and Paris and still loves the French savoir-

vivre. Her admiration for courageous women and her love of Paris gave her the
idea to write a novel about one of the most famous personalities at the exciting
time of innovation in Paris: Marie Curie. With the publication of Madame Curie,
the author’s passion is now ful lled.

Susanna Leonard | Madame Curie

Ullstein Taschenbuch | Commercial ction, Biographical Fiction | Taschenbuch | 120 × 187 mm | ISBN
Price D: 11,00 € | 464 Pages | Published: 31.08.2020

--

-
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The sweep ing and mov ing novel about the icon
who wrote film history.
Audrey Hepburn and the Brilliance of the Stars

The Netherlands, 1944. While the Second World War shook
Europe, the young Audrey Hepburn discovers her love for
dance. Between the horrors and hunger of war, she dreams of
becoming a prima ballerina. When her dream is shattered,
she refuses to let herself be discouraged and she sets her
sights even higher: Holly wood. Soon she rises to fame in
Roman Holiday and is cast in leading roles from Breakfast at
Ti any’s to My Fair Lady and Sabrina alongside greats like
Gregory Peck and Humphrey Bogart. But as she faces the
pressures of fame, can Audrey become a star in the Holly wood
skies without losing herself in the process?

Juli ana Weinberg was born in Neustadt. Today she

lives with her husband and children in the Palatinate Forest. As well as writing, her pro fession as a
teacher is her great ful llment.

© Pandora-photo

Juliana Weinberg | Audrey Hepburn and the Brilliance of the Stars

Ullstein Taschenbuch | Commercial ction, Biographical Fiction | Taschenbuch | 120 × 187 mm | ISBN
Price D: 11,00 € | 624 Pages | Published: 28.09.2020

--

-
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A secret experi ment. Eight parti cipants. Seven
locked rooms. And a killer in the mood to play.
Room of Fear

He calls himself Janus. A er the Roman god of entrances and
exits. And he comes at night. Silently, in secret, to your home.
He stuns you, takes you away, locks you in a cold, dark room.
To play a game with you. His game. A game of riddles. You
have only one chance to escape this nightmare alive: You
must play Janus’ game – and win. Fortunately, you’re not
alone. There are other players in this game. At rst, you think
it’s an advantage. Until you realize: there can only be one winner in this game. And everyone else must die.
An exhilarating, claustrophobic and addictive thriller that you
won’t be able to put down.

Marc Mel ler is the pseud onym of a suc cessful novelist

and screenplay writer. He prefers to write thrillers in
which the subject of "fear" in all its forms plays a
central role. He lives in Co logne and Hanover.
© Celina Fiene

Marc Meller | Room of Fear

Ullstein Taschenbuch | Thriller | Taschenbuch | 120 × 187 mm | ISBN
Published: 31.08.2020

--

-

- | Price D: 10,99 € | 384 Pages |
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The Hornet

"I love you all", shouts the celebrated rock star Brad Galloway
to his 22,000 fans at Berlin’s Waldbühne. Suddenly an unknown woman steps into the spotlight and hands him a mysterious envelope. The next evening, Galloway’s bled-out
corpse is found tied to the bed in the police guest house.
LKA investigator Tom Babylon is called to the scene of the
crime. Together with the psychologist Sita Johanns, he starts
searching for the unknown woman. The trail leads back thirty
years to a treacherous child abduction with the alias "Hornet"
– and to a woman who stood between two men. Both were
prepared to kill. One of them is still plotting for revenge. And
now, Tom Babylon is in his path and the investigator is set to
lose everything he loves.
The new gripping, unputdownable thriller by bestselling author Marc Raabe.

Marc Raabe is a TV pro du cer. His debut thrill-

er Cut remained on the Spiegel bestseller list for
weeks. The rst installment of the Tom Babylon
series debuted #7 on the Spiegel Bestseller list.
Raabe and his family live in Co logne. For more information please visit www.marcraabe.de.
© Gerald von Foris

Marc Raabe | The Hornet

Ullstein Paperback | | Paperback | 135 × 205 mm | ISBN

--

-

- | Price D: 14,99 € | 544 Pages | Published: 02.11.2020
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A breathtak ing thrill er about one woman’s race
against time to save humanity.
2.5 Degrees – Tomorrow the World Will Die

Writer Leela Faber and geologist Jakob are in love, expecting a
child and want to marry. But then Jakob is killed in a glacier
collapse in the Antarctic and Leela’s world falls apart. When
Leela learns that Jakob’s death was no accident, she resolves to
continue his ght against the climate crisis – a ght that soon
becomes more dangerous than she could have ever imagined.
Because while huge res rage in Brazil and Australia and the
world is engulfed by environmental disasters, the powerful
forces who continue to destroy the earth will not let anyone
get in their way. When Leela comes into the sights of these
men, a race for life and death begins. Soon the young woman
must make a fateful decision that could change the course of
her life, or the course of history forever.
Set against the wild res, oods and monster storms threatening civilization, this is a terrifying and tense portrait of the
greatest drama of our time.

Noah Richter is the pseud onym of a suc cessful au -

thor of screenplays, plays and suspense literature.
As a committed climate pro tector, the subject of climate change is very close to his heart. It was therefore only a matter of time before he would combine
his passion for climate pro tection with his love for
exciting stories. The result is 2.5 De grees - To morrow
© Bernd Brundert
The World Will Die, a stirring novel that shows what
could be in store for us if the climate catastrophe is
not stopped. Noah Richter lives with his family in Berlin.

Noah Richter | 2.5 Degrees – Tomorrow the World Will Die

Ullstein Taschenbuch | Thriller | Taschenbuch | 120 × 187 mm | ISBN
Published: 01.02.2021

--

-

- | Price D: 10,99 € | 500 Pages |
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The story of a Jew ish chef whose best selling
cook book was stolen by the Nazis and who had
to fight for her surviv al in Eng land and America.
Selected for New Books In German
Alice’s Book

In 1938 an unknown author Rudolf Rösch published a cook
book about Viennese cuisine. SO KOCHT MAN IN WIEN!
(This is how you cook in Vienna!) was a cook book bestseller
and is still available today. But Rudolf Rösch had never written
this book. Indeed, he may never have existed; a conveniently
ctitious product of the Nazi era. The real author was a Viennese Jewess named Alice Urbach. Before the Nazis took over
Austria the book had been published under her own name.
Now 80 years later, Alice's granddaughter, the renowned historian Karina Urbach, sets out to uncover the true story behind the stolen cook book. Her research takes her from Vienna, to London to Washington. In various archives, she
nds letters, audio and lm documents that were assumed
long lost.

English
Sample
e
Availabl
Karina Urbach is a Senior Research Fellow at the Uni-

versity of London. She received her doctorate from
the University of Cambridge and has taken part in
several BBC documentaries on the Victorian Age. In
2015 her book Go- Betweens for Hitler (OUP) triggered
a debate in the UK about the Royal family’s links to
Nazi Germany. Her bio graphy of Queen Victoria was
© Dan Komoda
published with great acclaim in Germany. For her
historical novel Cambridge 5 (written under the
pseudonym Hannah Coler) she was shortlisted for three literary prizes and won
the Crime Co logne Award in 2018. She is currently researching at the Institute
for Advanced in Princeton, New Jersey.

Karina Urbach | Alice’s Book

Propyläen Verlag | History | Hardcover | 135 × 215 mm | ISBN
Published: 28.09.2020

--

-

Vienna in the 1930s: Alice Urbach, the daughter of a bourgeois
Jewish family, from the ashes of the Great Depression rises to
become a Julia- Child-like star founding her own cooking
school. Amongst her students are Sigmund Freud’s sisters
and Austrian aristocracy. But when the Nazis march into Austria in 1938, the entire family is forced to ee. Alice escapes to
England, while her younger son, Karl, is imprisoned in
Dachau. Her older son, Otto, had already emigrated to the
United States and later becomes an intelligence o cer ghting the Nazis underground. Alice spends the war years looking a er Jewish refugee children - from the Kindertransport in the Lake District. In 1948, she confronts her publisher. He
refuses to give her back the authorship of her book. Abandoning hope, she emigrates to the United Sates, where she tries a
new beginning, teaching Viennese pastry in San Francisco
and cooking on American television. Her dream to publish
her cookbook in English under her own name remains unfullled. Her German publisher adamantly refused compensation.
Harrowing and incredible moving, Alice’s Book tells the life
story of a woman whose unwavering passion for cooking survived the horrors of WWII to begin a new life on the other side
of the world. In a transcending motif Karina Urbach sheds
light on an untold chapter in the history of Nazi crimes
against Jewish non- ction authors.

- | Price D: 25,00 € | 432 Pages |
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“If I’ve lost my read er by the second page at the
latest, then I’ve done everything right.” Ithar
Adel
Bedtime Stories for Grown Ups

Run a bath. Light a candle. Settle down in crisp bedsheets.
Open the rst page and take a journey into dreamland with
these bedtime stories with a di erence.
Soothing stories of idyllic places, relaxing encounters and
meandering events are cleverly inter woven with classical
meditation techniques such as breathing exercises and body
scan to help you fall – and stay – asleep, whether at home or
away.
The perfect antidote to sleepless nights, and an ideal gi for
loved ones whose health and wellbeing is close to your heart.

“The Berlin author Ithar Adel writes the most relaxing
stories in the world for the restless” Süddeutsche
Zeitung
“To ensure that the stories do not miss their target,
author Ithar Adel works in a very controlled manner:
It’s not so easy not to build suspense.”
Deutschlandfunk

Ithar Adel , born in Baghdad, stud ied philo sophy in

© Tonda Bardehle
©

Munich. As a communications consultant he
helped companies and start-ups to tell their stories
authentically. Since a trip to Asia in 2015, he has
been intensively engaged in the teachings of mindfulness and has since deepened his practice in several stays in silent monasteries. He gives intro ductory
mindfulness workshops and helps people to nd
more inner peace.

Ithar Adel, 7Mind | Bedtime Stories for Grown Ups

Allegria | Short Stories, Health | Hardcover | 115 × 190 mm | ISBN
Published: 31.08.2020

--

-

- | Price D: 17,99 € | 160 Pages |
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Be come a certi fied bathroom psy cho lo gist!

The Bathroom Psychologist

The average person spends seven minutes on the toilet twice
a day. Every day we waste fourteen minutes like this, but what
if we could use this time to learn about the mysteries of the
human mind? What if instead of being just a room of relief,
the bathroom could be a room of enlightenment? Now you
can, with The Bathroom Psychologist. In 100 sessions we
learn how to spot a narcissist and a psychopath and why according to Freud everything we say, think or dream has to do
with sex.
A er The Bathroom Philosopher comes the The Bathroom
Psychologist. Again, with numerous extras like psychology
bingo, a nal test and a smart-ass diploma.

Mor itz Kirchner holds a degree in psycho logy and a doc torate in politic al science.

He was both German runner-up in debating (2015) and in the Science Slam
(2018). Pro fessionally and privately he is passionate about psycho logy and appears in this second episode of the "Bathroom" series under the pseudonym
Konrad Clever.

Konrad Clever, Moritz Kirchner | The Bathroom Psychologist

Ullstein Taschenbuch | Popular Psychology | Taschenbuch | 120 × 187 mm | ISBN
| Published: 01.02.2021

--

-

- | Price D: 12,00 € | 208 Pages
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An anti dote to the creep ing moral stul ti fica tion
of so ci ety.
Spiegel Bestseller
Moral Progress in Dark Times

This book is a philosophical handbook that articulates an Enlightenment blueprint against the value nihilism of our time.
It gives us a new answer to the main question of philosophy:
"What is man?"
The crisis of liberal democracy and the spread of populism
follow the pattern of man’s self-abolition. The discourse on
arti cial intelligence and the unrestrained digitalization intensify this fatal development. But despite all current setbacks: humanity is capable of moral progress. In his committed book, Markus Gabriel, the most internationally renowned
contemporary philosopher in Germany, shows why there are
non-negotiable, universal basic values that apply to all
people. Against the mistaken idea that there are national
identities that can serve as a justi cation for sealing oneself
o from those who think di erently, Gabriel develops a contemporary universal view of humanity. He shows: We urgently need an innovative concept of cooperation between
science, politics and business in order to design a social system that aims at moral progress. In order to ght successfully
for climate protection, generational justice and gender equality, we must o er philosophically founded arguments for the
opposing side.
With his usual verve, curiosity and his bold and compelling
claims Markus Gabriel o ers new insight into a very timely
subject that concerns us all.

"One of the most important contemporary German
philosophers" Süddeutsche Zeitung

Markus Gabri el was born in 1980 and stud ied in

Bonn, Heidelberg, Lisbon and New York. Since 2009
he has been Pro fessor of Epistemo logy and Modern
Philo sophy at the University of Bonn, where he is the
Director of the InternationalCentre for Philo sophy.
He was visiting Pro fessor at the University of Lisbon,
Portugal, Aarkus University, Denmark and Berkely
USA, among others.

Rights sold to:

Korea (Open Books) | Japan (Kodansha) | World Spanish
(Pasado y Presente) | France (Lattès) | Netherlands (Boom
Publishing)

© Gerald von Foris

Markus Gabriel | Moral Progress in Dark Times

Ullstein Hardcover | Popular Philosophy | Hardcover | 125 × 205 mm | ISBN
Published: 03.08.2020

--
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- | Price D: 22,00 € | 368 Pages |
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The book that every fam ily needs to have.

Spiegel Bestseller
My Family Compass

Relaxed parents, happy children: this is how we imagine a
successful family life. But with the day-to-day stresses and
feelings of guilt, the joy and ease of living together can o en
be lost. Nora Imlau – bestselling author, journalist and mother of four children – understands the pressures of parenthood
and the search for orientation all mothers and fathers experience. In her book, she draws on her expertise and experience
to illuminate the secret to how a modern, loving family life
can be successful: the needs of both adults and children must
be considered equally. In doing so, she dispels the myths of
exaggerated ideals of modern parenthood and shows how
parents and their children can nd their way to a family life
that gives strength instead of costing energy. An empowering
handbook for all those who want to live with children in an
authentically equal way and who want to be aware of their
own needs.
A book about self-care as the basis of successful family life.
Voices of readers:
"Thank you for your honest insights, your wise thoughts and
your always appreciative attitude."
"You are an inspiration to me as a mother and a human being,
because you show yourself with all your vulnerability and contradictions."
"You encourage me to be a really good mother to my children,
even if I’m not perfect."
Nora Imlau is a book au thor, journalist and speaker.

© Christoph
Luttenberger

Her publications include So viel Freude, so viel Wut,
Babybauchzeit and Das Ge heimnis zufriedener Babys. She
has written for the magazines Eltern and ZEIT online
among others for many years. She regularly gives lectures both at specialist congresses, further training
courses and at events in the eld of family education. She lives in southern Germany with her husband and four children.

Nora Imlau | My Family Compass

Ullstein Hardcover | Parenting | Hardcover | 125 × 205 mm | ISBN
Published: 31.08.2020

--

-

"A lot of mom content on the Internet seems staged and pressurises me. I nd authentic relief with you."

"The kind of compass that families need today: smart,
inspiring and heartwarming." Herbert Renz-Polster,
bestselling author

- | Price D: 22,99 € | 400 Pages |
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From a small-town in East Germany to the Los
Angeles big city lights - a candid mem oir by one
of Germany’s most po lariz ing artists.
Career Suicide

As the frontman of the band Tokio Hotel, from a young age
Bill Kaulitz has been the object of passionate love and hatred
because of his eccentric style. Fans adored his androgynous
style, while the press rolled over with speculations about his
sexual identity. When the hype around his person
took on dangerous dimensions, Bill and his twin brother
Tom ed to Los Angeles.
Now he looks back on the rst thirty years of his life. From
early on, Bill went against the grain and was faced with hostility from his small-minded, low-class surroundings. However, he continued to nd strong allies, rst in his artist
mother and twin brother Tom, later with his band
mates. Whenever he was challenged to back down, he instead doubled down on whatever he set his mind to and constantly de ed expectations. He pursued his artistic visions unconditionally and ful lled his dream of a life in luxury and on
the big stage – and has sur vived several supposed »career suicides« by staying true to his vision.
Never has Bill spoken this frankly about his childhood and
about Tokio Hotel’s over whelming success, about the parties,
the loneliness and the special bond with his brother Tom.
Disarming in his candor, Bill re ects on his life choices and
introduces the readers to a completely new side of himself.

English
Sample
e
Availabl

»Bill Kaulitz is one of the most charismatic
artists Germany’s music industry has
to o er.« Süddeutsche Zeitung

Bill Kaul itz, born in East-German Leipzig shortly before the wall came down, be-

came known as the lead singer of the band Tokio Hotel. The band had their
breakthrough into the German music charts in 2005. They reached international
fame and is playing in front of thousands of fans across the globe. Kaulitz also
works as a model, dubbing artist, TV-judge and designer. He lives in Los
Angeles.

»He wouldn’t be where he is today if he hadn't
been rigorously true to himself.« Vice
»The other idea of a German.« Karl Lagerfeld on Bill
Kaulitz
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The war against Corona is far from won – but we
can make it.
The Corona Compass

The world is still in the stranglehold of Covid-19. The ght
against the pandemic is one of the greatest challenge in the
history of medicine. But we have a chance to contain the
virus. Alexander Kekulé, one of Germany’s most renowned
and sought-a er experts on the corona pandemic, shows how
we can live with Corona.
Alexander Kekulé was one of the rst to warn about the dramatic e ects of the Corona pandemic. Now it has developed
into a global catastrophe – one with the danger of new waves
of infection and of unforeseeable mutations always on the horizon. But Kekulé makes it clear that there is no reason to go
into a state of shock. The more we know about this novel
virus, the easier it will be for us to see it as part of our lives. If
we draw the logical conclusions from what we have done
right so far and learn from our mistakes, we can protect
ourselves from the virus without destroying our livelihoods.
Charting the journey of the corona crisis and looking ahead to
what we may still be facing, this comprehensive guide is the
wise, calm and pragmatic book we all need.
The rst book that opens up the possibility of a normal life
with a pandemic from a leading scienti c perspective.

Al ex ander Kekulé, born in Mu nich, holds the Chair of Med ic al Micro bio logy and

Viro logy at the Martin Luther University Halle-Wittenberg, is Director of the Institute of Medical Micro bio logy at the University Hospital Halle and a specialist
in micro bio logy, viro logy and infection epidemiology as well as laboratory
medicine. As a member of the Pro tection Commission, he advised the Federal
Government of Germany on bio lo gical civil pro tection for eleven years. His research fo cuses on infectious diseases, bio lo gical civil pro tection and bioethics,
and in uenza pandemic planning. He has received several awards as a scientist
and as a journalist and writes for Die Zeit, Spiegel, Neue Zürcher Zei tung and Tagesspiegel, among others.

Alexander Kekulé | The Corona Compass
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The greatest trad ing force of the Middle Ages:
What does the Hanseat ic League tell us about
our history?
The Dream of the Honorable Merchant

In a globalised world, the Hanseatic League embodies many
values still relevant today – from the ideal of the responsible
entrepreneur to the strength in a uni ed European economic
power. But what really was the Hanseatic League?
“Show zeal for each day’s business a airs, but only so as to
bring a peaceful night’s sleep.” With these famous words, the
honorable merchant Johann Buddenbrook handed over his
business to his son. Since the time of Thomas Mann, the
Hanseatic League has been prominent in the minds and
memory of Germans . Every generation has used it as a supposedly contemporary answer to the challenges of the
present. Currently, the ideal of the Honorable Merchant is experiencing an unprecedented renaissance. But what do we
really know about the Hanseatic merchants in the Middle
Ages? How did they think and under what conditions did they
act? Hiram Kümper explains why the Hanseatic League continues to fascinate us centuries a er its silent disappearance.
And he shows how the old ‘Silk Road of the North’ can help
us to better understand the economy of Europe.

Prof. Dr. Hiram Kümper holds the Chair of History of

the Late Middle Ages and Early Modern Times at the
University of Mannheim since 2013. In 2017 he was
awarded the teaching prize for best and most innovative teaching by the students of the university. He
lives in Bo chum, his ho metown and city of birth,
and still plays in the garage band of his school days.

© privat
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Al ways at the Limit

Christoph Daum came into football out of nowhere. And
when he did, he arrived with a bang. A provocateur, his unusual methods and outspoken views became legendary, from
the shards of glass he made his players run over to his constant quarrelling with his greatest rival, Uli Hoeneß. But he
also always remained a passionate coach and human being,
and a man who lived for his work. He developed into one of
the best in his eld, he won championships and cups and he
was set to become national coach – until he crashed in an unprecedented way. The biggest mistake of his life still haunts
him today. But hardly anyone knows how it happened. And
hardly anybody knows where he found the strength to get up
again.
Argumentative, authentic, opinionated: Christoph Daum has
shaped German football like no other.

Christoph Daum, born in Zwickau, is considered one

of the most dazzling and contro versial gures in the
football business. As a coach he has worked for 1 FC
Köln, VfB Stuttgart, Bayer Leverkusen and Besiktas
Istanbul, among others, and former world-class
players such as Michael Ballack and Matthias Sammer still consider him to be their most important
teacher. But he didn’t only make friends. At the peak
of his career, the co caine scandal in 2000, one of the
biggest scandals in German football to this day, led
to his fall from fame.
© imago/MIS
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Our Agents
Baltic States (Lithuania, Estonia,
Latvia, Ukraine)
Andrew Nurnberg Associates Baltic

Tatjana Zoldnere

P.O.Box 77
Riga, LV 1011
Latvia
phone:+371 67 50 64 95
fax: +371 67 50 64 94
zoldnere@anab.apollo.lv

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia,
Hungary, Macedonia, Montenegro,
Serbia, Slovenia, Slovakia
Corto Literary Agency

Diana Matulic

Brace Domany 8
10000 Zagreb
Croatia
phone: +38 59 14 57 74 09
diana@cortoliterary.com

Bulgaria
Anthea Agency

Katalina Sabeva

62 GM Dimitrov Blvd
Suite 20
1172 So a
Bulgaria
phone: +359 29 86 35 81
fax: +359 29 86 35 81
katalina@anthearights.com

China/Taiwan
ANA International

China: Jackie Huang

Room 1705, Culture Square, No.59 Jia
Zhongguancun Street, Haidian District
100872 Beijing
China
phone: +86 10 82 50 41 06
fax: +86 10 82 50 42 00
jhuang@nurnberg.com.cn

Taiwan: Whitney Hsu

8F, No. 129, Section 2
Zhongshan N. Rd.
Taipei 10448
Taiwan
phone: +88 62 25 62 90 08
fax:: +88 62 25 62 77 12
whsu@nurnberg.com.tw

France
Agence Fontaine

Sabine Fontaine

57, route de Croissy
F-78110 Le Vésinet
France
phone:+33 13 97 60 386
agencefontaine@orange.fr

Greece

Poland

Iris Literary Agency

Graal Agency

18, Komotinis str
136 76 Thrakomakedones
Greece
phone: +30 21 02 43 24 73
www.irisliteraryagency.gr
irislit@otenet.gr

Pruszkowska 29/252
02-119 Warsaw
Poland
phone: +48 22 89 52 000
fax: +48 22 89 52 670
tomasz.berezinski@graal.com.pl

Catherine Fragou

Tomasz Berezinski

Israel

Romania

The Deborah Harris Agency

Sinoma Kessler International
Copyright Agency LTD

Geula Geurts

P.O. Box 8528
9108401 Jerusalem
Israel
Phone: +972 25 63 32 37
fax: +972 25 61 87 11
geula@thedeborahharrisagency.com

Italy
Berla & Griffini

Barbara Gri ni

Via Stampa 4
20123 Milano
Italy
phone:+39 02 80 50 41 79
fax: +39 02 89 01 06 46
gri ni@bgagency.it

Japan
Meike Marx Literary Agent

Meike Marx

2-6-5 Otoe-cho
Fukagawa
Hokkaido 074-1273
Japan
phone: +81 16 42 51 466
fax:+81 16 42 63 833
Meike.marx@gol.com
The English Agency

Corinne Shioji

Sakuragi Bldg. 4F,
6-7-3 Minami Aoyama, Minato-ku
Tokyo 107-0062
Japan
phone: +81 34 06 53 85
fax: +81 34 06 53 87
corinne@eaj.co.jp

Sinoma Kessler

Str. Banul Antonache 37
001663 Bukuresti 1
Romania
phone: +40 21 31 64 806
fax: +40 21 31 64 794
simona@kessler-agency.ro

Spain, Portugal, Latin America
A.C.E.R. Agencia Literaria

Laure Merle d’Aubigné
Calle Amor de Dios, 1
28014 Madrid
Spain
phone:+34 91 36 92 061
fax: +34 91 36 92 052
LMA@acerliteraria.com

The Netherlands
Marianne Schönbach Literary Agency

Marianne Schönbach

Rokin 44 III
1012 KV Amsterdam
Netherlands
phone: +31 20 62 00 020
m.schonbach@schonbach.nl

Turkey
ONK Agency Ltd.

Merve Öngen

Turunç Sokak
Açar Villalari 10
Tarabya 34457 Istanbul
Turkey
phone: +90 21 22 41 77 123
fax: +90 21 22 41 77 31
merveongen@onkagency.com

Korea
Book Cosmos

Richard Hong

3F. Youngjun B/D(annex),
Worldcup buk-ro 22,
Mapo-gu, Seoul 03992
Korea
phone:+82 23 14 32 834
fax:: +82 23 14 32 833
r-hong@bookcosmos.com
MOMO Agency

Geenie Han

309-51 Seongsan-ro,
Seodaemun-gu,
Seoul / 03706
South Korea
phone: +82 23 37 86 06
fax:+82 23 37 87 02
geeniehan@mmagency.co.kr
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